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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a new aperture-type near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) imaging concept that relies on specially designed large-area (e.g., >200 nm × 200 nm) aperture geometries having sharp corners. Unlike in conventional NSOM, the spatial resolution of this near-field imaging modality is not determined by the size of the aperture, but rather by the sharpness of the corners of the large aperture. This approach significantly improves the light throughput of the near-field probe and, hence, increases the SNR. Here, we discuss the basic concepts of this near-field microscopy approach and illustrate both theoretically and experimentally how an array of detectors can be utilized to further improve the SNR of the near-field image. The results of this work are particularly relevant for imaging of biological samples at a spatial resolution of <50 nm with significantly improved image quality.

Index Terms—Differential NSOM (DNSOM), near-field imaging, near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM), SNOM.

I. INTRODUCTION

In optical microscopy, the diffraction limit prevents imaging with a spatial resolution better than half a wavelength of light. Overcoming this limitation of optical microscopy has been the subject of much research over the past two decades [1]–[21]. As a result of these efforts, near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) has been demonstrated as a promising imaging modality that permits superresolution imaging of samples (fluorescently labeled or not) by breaking the diffraction barrier of light [2]–[14]. NSOM can achieve a spatial resolution of <100 nm under room temperature without any vacuum requirements, and provides a unique nondestructive optical alternative to electron microscopy. Such a high optical resolution is especially important for applications, such as single-molecule imaging/spectroscopy, cell membrane protein imaging, or even rapid DNA mapping [22]–[31].

In conventional aperture-type NSOM, a small aperture probe (with a diameter of <100 nm) is scanned in the near-field (i.e., within <20 nm away from the surface) of the object to be imaged, using an active closed-loop feedback, such as shear force feedback. The function of the small-aperture probe is either to collect the transmitted (or reflected) light from a small spot on the sample or to illuminate the sample. In either case, the detection of photons is done in the far-field, through a diffraction-limited imaging system. A 2-D NSOM image is formed by scanning the NSOM probe (or the sample) while a sensitive optical detector located in the far-field (e.g., a photomultiplier tube or an avalanche photodiode) is counting photons as a function of the scanning position.

The spatial resolution of such aperture-type NSOM systems is limited roughly by the aperture size of the probe [5]. Typically, a probe diameter of ~80–100 nm is used, which yields a spatial resolution of ~100–120 nm. However, since the effective transmission (i.e., the light throughput) decreases as the 6th power of the aperture diameter [32]–[34], improved resolution (e.g., using a smaller aperture probe with <50-nm diameter) comes at the price of a sharp decrease in SNR and contrast of the NSOM image. Furthermore, the effective diameter of the aperture in conventional aperture-type NSOM cannot be physically smaller than twice the skin depth of the metal tip, which implies a lower bound of ~15–20 nm for the effective aperture width.

To address some of these issues associated with the aperture-type NSOM, a scattering-type apertureless NSOM has also been successfully demonstrated as a promising near-field imaging modality [5], [21], [35]–[38]. In this approach, a sharp tip (e.g., a regular atomic force microscope (AFM) tip) locally scatters the near-field photons of an object into a far-field detector. Since the sharpness of the probe can be made extremely small, this scattering process can, in principle, yield very high spatial resolution imaging of the near-field of an object. However, apertureless NSOM systems are harder to align and operate since they require an intensity enhancement of >1000–2000
at the tip in order to achieve reasonable contrast in the far-field. This is partially the reason why most of the currently existing commercial NSOM systems are based on an aperture probe.

In summary, the NSOM offers many unique features that have great potential for high-resolution bioimaging applications. However, today’s state of the art for aperture-type NSOM has SNR and contrast issues for achieving an ultrahigh spatial resolution of <50 nm routinely, on a day-to-day basis. To address this issue of aperture-type NSOM systems, in prior work [39], [40] we introduced an alternative approach for aperture-type NSOM, termed differential near-field scanning optical microscopy (DNSOM). DNSOM involves scanning a relatively large square aperture [see, e.g., Fig. 1(c)] or a detector in the near-field of the object of interest, and recording the power of the light collected from the square structure as a function of the scanning position, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Image reconstruction in the DNSOM is achieved by taking a 2-D spatial derivative of the recorded power map. In contrast with conventional aperture-type NSOM, the size of the DNSOM aperture does not determine the resolution of the recovered image. In DNSOM, the resolution is, instead, determined by the sharpness of the corners of the square structure. This feature of the DNSOM allows the SNR of the near-field image to be significantly increased (e.g., by ~100 dB) without sacrificing resolution, which should enable near-field optical microscopy with ~50-nm spatial resolution.

In this paper, we give a detailed analysis of the concept of DNSOM and introduce an improved DNSOM system, which uses instead of a single photon counting detector, an array of detectors. This improved DNSOM system is termed DNSOM Multiplexed (DNSOM$^2$) as it captures multiple images of the interaction of the DNSOM probe with the object of interest. DNSOM$^2$ increases the SNR of the near-field image by, e.g., ~25-fold when compared to the DNSOM. This SNR improvement of DNSOM$^2$ over DNSOM is qualitatively quite similar to the improved SNR performance of frequency-domain optical coherence tomography (OCT) systems over time-domain OCT systems [41]–[45].

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the basic concept of DNSOM is reviewed both theoretically and experimentally. Following this, in Section III, DNSOM$^2$ is introduced and verified with a proof-of-principle experiment. Finally, Section IV discusses some additional design issues related to further improving the performance of DNSOM and DNSOM$^2$.

II. AN ALTERNATIVE NEAR-FIELD MICROSCOPE: DNSOM

A. Theoretical Background of the DNSOM

In order to introduce the concept of the DNSOM, we model the optical power transmissivity of the 2-D object of interest by $O(x, y)$, where $x$ and $y$ denote the coordinates in the plane of the sample. The same derivation could also be extended to a reflection geometry rather than transmission. For this derivation, we will assume the object to be infinitely thin. This assumption is also made in other aperture-type or apertureless NSOM approaches making NSOM primarily a 2-D imaging modality. For our DNSOM derivation, let us further assume that, without loss of generality, the DNSOM aperture is a square with a width of $W$, i.e., the power transmissivity of the square aperture is given by: $\text{Rect}(x, y) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } |x| < W/2 \text{ and } |y| < W/2; \\ 0, & \text{elsewhere}. \end{cases}$ In this formulation, the effect of the skin depth at the walls of the square aperture has been ignored, an omission that will be addressed in the discussion to follow. Here, we should emphasize that this same analysis could also be extended to rectangular or triangular apertures that have sharp corners. For a scanning step size of $\Delta x$ and $\Delta y$ along $x$ and $y$, respectively, the detected power in the far-field [through a numerical aperture (NA), e.g., $0.2 < \text{NA} < 1.4$] as a function of the scanning coordinates, $m \cdot \Delta x$, $n \cdot \Delta y$ (where $m$ and $n$ are integers) can be written as

$$P(m \cdot \Delta x, n \cdot \Delta y) = \int \int [0(x, y) \cdot \text{Rect}(x - m \cdot \Delta x, y - n \cdot \Delta y)] \otimes h(x, y) \cdot dx \cdot dy$$

(1)

where “$\otimes$” denotes the spatial convolution operation and $h(x, y)$ is the 2-D point-spread function of the far-field imaging system that collects the transmitted (or reflected) light originating from the DNSOM aperture. In (1), we have assumed spatial incoherence for the far-field detection, which is valid especially for fluorescently labeled sample imaging. The entire analysis can easily be extended to coherent or partially coherent imaging systems without changing the end results. Furthermore, similar to conventional NSOM, we also assume in (1) that the probe is a passive probe, i.e., its interaction with the near-field image of the object is negligible.

By a simple change of variables, $x' = m \cdot \Delta x$ and $y' = n \cdot \Delta y$, one can take the 2-D spatial derivative of (1), and, after some algebraic steps, arrive at

$$\frac{\partial^2 P(x', y')}{\partial x' \cdot \partial y'} = \frac{2 \cdot NA}{\lambda} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} O(x' - W/2, y' - W/2) \\ +O(x' + W/2, y' + W/2) \\ -O(x' + W/2, y' - W/2) \\ -O(x' - W/2, y' + W/2) \end{bmatrix}$$

(2)

where, $\lambda$ is the illumination wavelength, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Equation (2) indicates that by taking a 2-D spatial derivative of the scanning power output of the square
aperture/detector four replicas of the original object function $O(x, y)$ are recovered. Each replica is centered on one of the corners of the square.

Therefore, since the scanning step size can be made to be less than a nanometer with the current state-of-the-art piezoelectric scanners, we can conclude that the spatial resolution of the DNSOM practically depends only on the sharpness of the corners of the square structure. In the derivation of (2), corners of the square were assumed to be ideal, as defined by $\text{Rect}(x, y)$, i.e., after 2-D differentiation, each corner yields a 2-D Dirac-delta function, $\delta(x, y)$. For an imperfect square with slightly round corners [where $\text{Rect}(x, y)$ can no longer perfectly define the DNSOM aperture], after 2-D differentiation, each corner of the square will yield a point-spread function, $c(x, y)$, where $c(x, y) \neq \delta(x, y)$. Each replica image will, therefore, be equal to the convolution of the true object function with the point-spread function, i.e., $O(x, y) \otimes c(x, y)$. Since the $\partial^2 / \partial x' \cdot \partial y'$ operator creates a narrower point-spread function than the actual geometrical corner roundness, the use of focused-ion-beam milling or electron-beam writing could, in principle, result in a DNSOM point-spread function narrower than $\sim 10$ nm. A similar discussion also applies to the skin depth ($L_s$) of the optical field at the square edges. In conventional NSOM, the lower bound of the effective aperture diameter is roughly $2L_s$, whereas, in DNSOM, the limiting effect of the skin depth is reduced to $\sim L_s$, since each of the sidewalls of the square operates separately.

The width ($W$) of the square aperture/detector in the DNSOM affects two quantities: 1) the maximum area of the object that can be imaged and 2) the light throughput. The field-of-view (FOV) area for the DNSOM with a square aperture is $2W \times 2W = 4W^2$. In order to avoid irreparable information loss, the object should be smaller than $2W$ in either dimension [39]. For flat samples, a larger FOV can be achieved using, in parallel to the scanning DNSOM aperture/detector, a moveable rectangular mask that has an area of $2W \times 2W$. This way, by translating the mask by $2W$ along $x$ and/or $y$, new regions on the large object surface can be scanned using the DNSOM.

In terms of light throughput, there is an exponential penalty as the width is reduced in the region $W \ll \lambda$. For the other limiting case of $W \gg \lambda$, the transmission of the square aperture increases as $\sim W^2$. In between these two regions ($W \sim \lambda$), the ratio of the effective transmission area to the real physical area of a small hole approaches unity and the light throughput penalty is minimized. However, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a), enlarging the square-aperture size beyond, e.g., 200–300 nm does not increase the SNR of the DNSOM since the light throughput is already quite close to unity. As $W$ is further increased (e.g., $>300$ nm), relative intensity noise and shot noise start to reduce the overall SNR of the DNSOM. This SNR reduction for $W > 300$ nm, on the other hand, is not a severe one since it drops quite smoothly yielding an SNR $> 50$ dB even for $W \approx 600$ nm. A comparison of the SNR and the resolution behavior of the DNSOM versus the conventional NSOM is given in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b), respectively, illustrating that the DNSOM can achieve a spatial resolution of, e.g., $\sim 40$ nm with an SNR of $>50$–$70$ dB [see Fig. 2(a)], whereas, for achieving such a high spatial resolution, a conventional aperture-type NSOM system would have to be severely limited by a poor SNR of $<40$ dB [see Fig. 2(b)]. This poor SNR behavior of conventional aperture-type NSOM systems is directly related to the fact that as the aperture diameter is reduced below $50$ nm, there is an exponential transmission penalty for the probe. Therefore, the DNSOM can improve the SNR of a conventional NSOM system by $\sim 100$ dB especially at spatial resolution levels of $<50$ nm, which is a very promising step toward achieving reliable and repeatable imaging of biological specimens with a resolution of $<50$ nm using aperture-based near-field microscopy. One should emphasize here that the spatial resolution of Fig. 2(a) was chosen to be limited by the scanning step size. In principle, a resolution equal to a single skin depth ($L_s \sim 7–10$ nm) is feasible with the DNSOM.

The upper bound of $W$ in the DNSOM is governed by the dynamic range of the detection system. Fig. 2(c) illustrates that the DNSOM requires a detector with a dynamic range of $<50$ dB for $W \leq 600$ nm, which is quite a reasonable requirement for the current state of photon counting detectors such as avalanche photodiodes.

B. Experimental Proof-of-Principle of DNSOM

In order to experimentally verify the improved performance of the DNSOM, we used the near-field scanning setup shown in Fig. 1(a). For this proof-of-principle experiment, using a
was scanned over the NSOM tip. Fig. 3(b) shows the result of the
measuring the power transmitted through the square aperture as it
was scanned over the NSOM tip. Fig. 3(b) shows the result of the
light through the DNSOM aperture was collected by an inverted
confocal microscope and detected by a photomultiplier tube.

Fig. 3(a) shows the DNSOM image that was obtained by mea-
suring the near-field intensity distribution of a 100-nm wide commer-
cially available NSOM probe of Fig. 1(b). The spatial resolution is ∼40 nm, Fig. 1(d) Shot-noise limited recovery result of
aperture-type NSOM for the same object.

2-D derivative operation applied to the DNSOM measurement,
resulting in four independent recoveries of the near-field inten-
sity of the 100-nm-wide NSOM aperture, shown in Fig. 1(b).
Each recovery, centered on one of the corners of the DNSOM
aperture, was, then, added to provide the final DNSOM image
[Fig 3(c)], which shows the near-field emission pattern of the
NSOM probe of Fig. 1(b). Overall, the recovery result agrees
well with the physical size of the tip aperture (∼100 nm), where,
including the skin depth (∼10 nm), the effective aperture diam-
eter becomes ∼120 nm. Furthermore, the results are also in fairly
good agreement with a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
simulation of the near-field distribution of a 100-nm hole opened
on a 150-nm thick aluminum plane (Fig. 4). For this FDTD sim-
ulation, the illumination light is assumed to be a plane wave
with linear polarization at 532 nm. We did not observe a major
asymmetry between the x- and y-directions in our experimental
results [Fig. 3(c)], possibly because the polarization of the beam
exiting the NSOM tip was not well defined in our experiment
due to the pyramidal geometry of the tip. The experimental
recovery result presented in Fig. 3(c) showed a spatial reso-
nution of ∼40 nm demonstrating the proof-of-principle of the
DNSOM. To provide a direct comparison, Fig. 3(d) shows the
shot-noise-limited behavior of an aperture-type NSOM system
for imaging the same object at a resolution of ∼40 nm. This
acceptable recovery [Fig. 3(d)] of the conventional aperture-
type NSOM system is a direct consequence of its poor SNR
behavior at such high-resolution levels, as also highlighted in
Fig. 2(b).

In summary, we have illustrated the proof-of-principle of a
new near-field optical microscopy approach (DNSOM) that
can achieve a spatial resolution of <50 nm with a significantly
enhanced SNR performance. We can summarize important ad-
vantages of DNSOM as follows. 1) The resolution of the image
is not limited by the size of the aperture, but, rather, it is prac-
tically limited by the sharpness of the corners of the aperture.
This feature of DNSOM may be particularly relevant because it
is easier to fabricate sharp corners in a relatively large aperture
(or detector) than to fabricate small-area apertures/detectors. 2)
The light throughput (and, therefore, the SNR) is significantly
increased since the DNSOM does not require an aperture
diameter of <100 nm to achieve nanometer-level resolution. 3)
Low-power damage threshold of the conventional small-area
NSOM probes should be improved with the larger area of a
DNSOM aperture. This implies a further increase in the SNR
since one can increase the illumination power without damaging

### Figures

**Fig. 3.** (a) DNSOM measurement result acquired using the experimental setup, shown in Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(b) 2-D spatial derivative of the DNSOM measurement results in four recovered images, each one of which is centered around one corner of the DNSOM aperture. Fig. 1(c) The final DNSOM recovery result obtained by combining the information from all four corners, showing the near-field emission pattern of a 100-nm wide NSOM tip, shown in Fig. 1(b). The spatial resolution is ∼40 nm. Fig. 1(d) Shot-noise limited recovery result of the DNSOM aperture-type NSOM for the same object.

**Fig. 4.** FDTD simulation of the near-field distribution of a 100-nm aperture on a planar aluminum film. The measurement results presented in Fig. 3(c) are in fairly good agreement with the shown FDTD simulation results.
the DNSOM probe. 4) DNSOM opens up the possibility of scanning a relatively large square-area detector (or an array of detectors) in the near-field of an object to achieve nanometer-resolution imaging. This characteristic of the DNSOM may permit the detection of the near-field intensities in the near-field, avoiding complexities and spatial frequency information mixing that occur when transferring the near-field information to far-field detectors. 5) The limiting effect of the skin depth on mixing that occur when transferring the near-field information to far-field detectors is improved, i.e., in a small-area aperture, the lower bound of the effective aperture width is roughly $2 L_s$. In DNSOM, the same limiting effect of the skin depth is reduced to $\sim L_s$.

III. FURTHER IMPROVEMENT OF DIFFERENTIAL NSOM USING A SENSOR ARRAY: DNSOM$^2$

A. Theory behind DNSOM$^2$

In the previous section, we illustrated the proof-of-principle of a new near-field optical microscopy approach (DNSOM) that can achieve ultrahigh spatial resolution beyond the diffraction limit (e.g., $<50$ nm) with a significant improvement in the SNR (e.g., $\sim 100$ dB). In this section, we will introduce a variation of the DNSOM to further improve the SNR of our differential near-field imaging system. For this purpose, we aim to replace the confocal-based photon counting scheme of Fig. 1(a) with an inverted sensor array configuration, i.e., instead of counting photons as a function of the scanning position, this new technique will record a frame/image per each scanning position using, e.g., a highly sensitive charged-coupled device (CCD) [see Fig. 5(a)]. We refer to this technique as DNSOM$^2$ since multiple images of the near-field interaction of the probe with the sample are recorded in DNSOM$^2$. While DNSOM$^2$ shares all the advantages of DNSOM listed in the previous section, this new imaging scheme of DNSOM$^2$ allows a further increase in SNR of the near-field images, as will be discussed next.

DNSOM$^2$ relies on the fact that the transmitted/collected light through a DNSOM$^2$ aperture at each scanning position will be large enough to put each individual pixel of sensor array into its shot-noise regime. This condition is quite difficult to achieve for conventional aperture-type NSOM systems due to their poor SNR performance at a resolution level of $<50$ nm [see, e.g., Fig. 3(d)]. As a result of this, such an array of detectors cannot be used (without significant averaging) in NSOM, since each individual element of the detector array will, then, be dominated by noise. The comparative behavior of DNSOM$^2$ and DNSOM is intuitively analogous to the difference between frequency-domain and time-domain OCT systems.

The recorded quantity in DNSOM$^2$ is a 4-D data structure, and similar to (1), for spatially incoherent imaging, one can write the detected quantity as

$$P(x', y', x, y) = [O(x, y) \cdot \text{Rect}(x - x', y - y')] \otimes h(x, y)$$

(3)

where $(x, y)$ defines the real space of each CCD image, and $(x', y')$ defines the shift space of the DNSOM probe. Since both $O(x, y)$ and $h(x, y)$ are nonnegative real quantities for all $(x, y)$ values, the detected image per each scanning position will also be nonnegative, such that there is no need for a phase recovery step for incoherent imaging (e.g., for fluorescently labeled sample imaging). However, for spatially coherent imaging, the situation is slightly more complicated since (3) must now be rewritten as

$$P(x', y', x, y) = |o(x, y) \cdot \text{Rect}(x - x', y - y')| \otimes p(x, y)^2$$

(4)

where $h(x, y) = |p(x, y)|^2$ and $O(x, y) = |o(x, y)|^2$. Equation (4) indicates that if the spatial coherence condition is met, the phase information of $[o(x, y) \cdot \text{Rect}(x - x', y - y')] \otimes p(x, y)$ is lost due to intensity detection at the far-field. However, for amplitude objects where $o(x, y)$ is real, this unknown phase at each data point $(x', y', x, y)$ can only take discreet values of either 0 or $\pi$. Hence, the phase ambiguity can easily be removed using well-known phase recovery approaches by iterating back and forth in the $(x, y)$ image and Fourier transform planes [46]. Therefore, for amplitude objects

$$P_R(x', y', x, y) = [o(x, y) \cdot \text{Rect}(x - x', y - y')] \otimes p(x, y)$$

(5)

can be recovered by iterative processing of (4). A direct comparison between (3) and (5) indicates that both incoherent and coherent DNSOM$^2$ systems effectively yield similar detected quantities.

For the sake of simplicity, we proceed with the derivation of DNSOM$^2$ under a coherent imaging condition. To achieve recovery of the object function $O(x, y) = |o(x, y)|^2$, we take a 2-D spatial derivative of $P_R(x', y', x, y)$ [i.e., (5)] along $(x', y')$, followed by a 2-D Fourier transform along $(x, y)$, such that: $D(x', y', f_x, f_y) = FT(x,y)\{\frac{\partial^2 P_R(x, y, x', y')}{\partial x' \partial y'}\}$, where $FT(x,y)\{\ldots\}$ stands for the 2-D Fourier transform operation along $(x, y)$, and $f_x$ and $f_y$ stand for spatial frequencies along $x$ and $y$, respectively. Similar to the DNSOM, the general expression for $D(x', y', f_x, f_y)$ permits unique recovery of $O(x, y) = |o(x, y)|^2$ for an entire field-of-view of $2W \times 2W = 4W^2$. In order to derive a simpler and more intuitive expression, we can expand $|D(x', y', f_x, f_y)|$ for an object size that is smaller...
than $W$ (i.e., the size of the square aperture) as

$$
|D(x', y', f_x, f_y)|
= \begin{bmatrix}
|o(x' - W/2, y' - W/2)| \\
+|o(x' + W/2, y' + W/2)| \\
-|o(x' + W/2, y' - W/2)| \\
-|o(x' - W/2, y' + W/2)|
\end{bmatrix} \cdot \text{Circ}(f_x, f_y) \quad (6)
$$

where

$$
\text{Circ}(f_x, f_y) = \text{FT}_{(x,y)}p(x,y) = \begin{cases} 
1, & i f \sqrt{f_x^2 + f_y^2} < \text{NA}/\lambda \\
0, & \text{elsewhere}
\end{cases}
$$

and NA (e.g., 0.9) is the effective NA of the far-field imaging system [see Fig. 5(a)].

To understand the similarities and differences between DNSOM and DNSOM$^2$, a comparison between (2) and (6) is very useful. Both of these differential near-field techniques create four replicas of the original function centered on each corner of the square aperture, and the sharper the corners of the aperture, the higher the spatial resolution. However, since DNSOM$^2$ has a 4-D data structure, it achieves parallel multiple recoveries of $O(x, y) = |o(x, y)|^2$, all at the same time. As evident from (6), for each $(f_x, f_y)$ pair that satisfies

$$
\sqrt{f_x^2 + f_y^2} < \text{NA}/\lambda
$$

condition, we get an independent recovery of $O(x, y) = |o(x, y)|^2$. A similar recovery result could also be obtained for the incoherent imaging case of (3), illustrating the fact that DNSOM$^2$ can achieve massive parallel imaging of the near-field of an object within the same data acquisition time of either DNSOM or NSOM.

The SNR improvement of DNSOM$^2$ with respect to DNSOM can be computed using (6) as $\pi \cdot \text{NA}^2 \cdot W^2/\lambda^2$. Assuming $W = 1000 \text{ nm, NA = 1.4, and } \lambda = 500 \text{ nm for DNSOM}^2$, one can compute an SNR increase of $\sim25$-fold over DNSOM. We should note here that this improvement of 25-fold is over the performance of the DNSOM, which itself improves the SNR of the near-field image by $\sim100 \text{ dB at a resolution level of } <50 \text{ nm}$, as illustrated in the previous section.

### B. Experimental Proof-of-Principle of DNSOM$^2$

In order to provide a proof-of-principle of DNSOM$^2$, we used the experimental setup shown in Fig. 6(a), where a cooled CCD camera (Q-Imaging, RetigaFast) imaged the near-field interaction of a square DNSOM$^2$ aperture ($W \sim 1000 \text{ nm}$) with the object of interest through a far-field NA = 1.4. In this experiment, the object was a standard NSOM cantilever, the tip of which was modified using focused ion beam (FIB) milling into the shape of a rectangle, i.e., the near-field mode profile of this rectangular aperture [see Fig. 6(b)] was our object of interest. The illumination wavelength was chosen to be 633 nm.

Processing the recorded DNSOM$^2$ data [as discussed earlier in (6)], we recovered the near-field intensity profile of the rectangular aperture at the tip of the cantilever, as shown in Fig. 6(c). The results indicated a two-lobed emission pattern, which partially fills the long axis of the rectangle. In order to theoretically verify this observed behavior, we did an FDTD simulation for the same size of the rectangular aperture, the results of which also indicated a two-lobed structure partially filling the long axis of the rectangle [see Fig. 6(d)], further validating the concept of DNSOM$^2$. The discrepancies between our DNSOM$^2$ measurement results and the FDTD simulation results can be attributed to the fact that in our theoretical modeling we assumed a 2-D structure for the rectangular aperture to simplify the computation requirements, and, therefore, ignored the 3-D pyramidal structure of the tip, shown in Fig. 6(b).

### IV. Further Design Issues in DNSOM and DNSOM$^2$

It is critical to transform the initial proof-of-principle experimental setups of DNSOM and DNSOM$^2$ [shown in Figs. 1(a) and 6(a), respectively] into a more flexible design. In these proof-of-principle experiments, we used a planar square-DNSOM$^2$ aperture [Fig. 1(c)] placed onto a scanning stage and the object of interest is placed onto the tip of a cantilever. This initial approach can still be used for certain samples that can be attached to the tip of a cantilever; however, this is quite limiting, in general, for larger samples that cannot be easily attached to a cantilever. To be able to work with any sample, in general, we plan to fabricate square-DNSOM apertures at the tip of a standard hollow pyramidal cantilever, such that we can place any object of interest onto the scanning stage, as shown in Fig. 5(a). One example of such a DNSOM square aperture that we fabricated using FIB milling is illustrated in Fig. 5(b). In the experimental configuration of Fig. 5(a), different than...
Figs. 1(a) and Figs. 6(a), the sample will be scanned, while the DNSOM square probe will be kept stationary in the near-field of the object.

Fig. 5(a) illustrates a collection-mode operation for DNSOM/DNSOM$^2$, where the square aperture located at the tip of the cantilever is just used to collect the transmitted near-field intensity of the sample. Different than the collection mode, for an illumination mode, the function of the square aperture is to locally illuminate the sample, and an inverted microscope can be used to collect the transmitted light delivered through the square aperture of the tip. The illumination mode of operation can be more convenient to operate experimentally since inverted microscopes are readily available, that can easily be integrated with AFM scanning systems. However, in order to convert the near-field setup, shown in Fig. 5(a) into an illumination mode, a different probe geometry is required. The pyramidal geometry of Fig. 5(b) is not suitable for the illumination mode, since it will cut off most of the higher spatial modes of the square aperture, yielding a rounded modal profile for the illumination. In order to prevent this sharpness loss problem for the illumination mode, a probe that has a width much larger than the square aperture is needed, such that all the higher-order modes of the square region can be simultaneously excited. This modification complicates the design of the square-aperture probe, and that is why the collection mode of operation depicted in Fig. 5(a) is one preferred solution.

We should also mention that as a result of the relatively large width of the DNSOM/DNSOM$^2$ aperture (e.g., $W \sim 200–600$ nm), the resolution of the simultaneous AFM image obtained by the near-field probe (which normally complements the near-field image) will be degraded. This can especially be an issue for imaging deep structures of an object where the probe will not be able to fit. To partially solve this problem, a small metallic tip can be fabricated to the side of the DNSOM aperture, to yield better complementary AFM images, which will also help the DNSOM/DNSOM$^2$ probe remain in the near-field of a given object for all the scanning positions.

For DNSOM$^2$ to significantly improve the SNR of the obtained image, we need a high-NA lens since the SNR improvement of DNSOM$^2$ over DNSOM is given by: $\pi \cdot N A^2 \cdot W^2/\lambda^2$. However, the short working distance of most high-NA objectives can be an issue in terms of space, since the back of the cantilever also needs to have some free space for the reflection spot of the stabilization laser. To address this space issue, we can use long working distance high-NA objective lenses, which will have $>0.6$ cm of working distance providing enough room for regular operation of the cantilever and the stabilization laser. This space issue is less problematic for the DNSOM since it does not require a high-NA lens [see (2)]. For DNSOM, we can use less-expensive low-NA objective lenses and achieve the regular performance of the apertured cantilever.

For DNSOM and DNSOM$^2$ to reach a very high spatial resolution of the order of a single skin depth ($\sim 10$ nm), the scanning stage needs to have a step size smaller than $10$ nm, e.g., 4 nm. This implies that for a field-of-view of $1 \mu m \times 1 \mu m$, a total of $250 \times 250$ points need to be sampled for DNSOM/DNSOM$^2$.

For even a slow scanning speed of $1 \mu m/s$, this implies an image acquisition time of $\sim 4$ min. When compared with other high-resolution imaging modalities [5], this is a reasonable period of time during which the sample has to remain free from external perturbations. For some applications, where, e.g., the Brownian motion of the object will be a limiting factor on the image quality, a faster scanning speed can be used to partially cancel the effect of such uncontrolled motion of the object. Since DNSOM and DNSOM$^2$ have significantly improved SNR, a higher scanning speed at the cost of some reduction in the overall SNR of the system can be tolerated.

For DNSOM$^2$, $250 \times 250$ data points imply a total of 62,500 frames to be collected within the entire image acquisition time. For this purpose, a fast digital camera (e.g., Hamamatsu C9100) with an acquisition speed of $>250$ frames/s is needed. Assuming an optical magnification of 140 times, and a pixel size of $10 \mu m$ at the CCD camera, the digital size of each frame will be $<15$ KB, implying a total DNSOM$^2$ data size of $\sim 10$ GB, which is quite reasonable for the current state-of-the-art computer systems. This entire $\sim 10$ GB worth of DNSOM$^2$ data will be processed, according to (6), to recover the near-field image of the sample with a significantly enhanced SNR.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have illustrated the proof-of-principles of two new near-field optical microscopy modalities (DNSOM$^2$ and DNSOM) that can achieve a spatial resolution of $<50$ nm with a significantly enhanced SNR performance. DNSOM and DNSOM$^2$ share some common important advantages such as: 1) significantly improved SNR (e.g., $>100$ dB); 2) ease of fabrication of large area probes; 3) increased optical power damage threshold for the probe; and 4) reduction in the limiting effect of the skin depth on spatial resolution.
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